Fat bike history
by Kathi Merchant‐ fat biker & Iditarod Trail Invitational (ITI) race director Alaska
Where did fat bikes come from?
Who invented them?
Does Iditabike still exist?
Were they invented to ride in the sand or in the snow or both?
When I first moved to Alaska in 2002 from Germany, I started racing and riding in the Iditarod Trail
Invitational race, training and riding in the snow. One of my favorite places has always been riding to the
Knik Glacier which is a place you can’t ride to in the summertime. We get there by riding through a
glacial river valley crossing frozen creeks and crossing the main river channel of the Knik River several
times. Few people had fat bikes back then. There were less than 50 fat bikes in the world.
People now recognize a FAT BIKE. They are ridden on surfaces such as snow, sand and mud, in many
places such as Alaska, the Midwestern and Western states, beaches in Australia, California in Namibia,
South Africa, in Costa Rica in the Fat La Ruta race.
Just a few years ago I wondered if they would ever catch on in Europe and they finally have. The fat bike
wave has made it across the Big Pond to Europe. Switzerland hosted a fat bike event, called the “Snow
Epic” with over 100 fat bikers this year in January.
There are dozens of face book sites and groups dedicated to fat biking. Fat bikes are everywhere now.
What was a fad at one time has gone main stream in the last few years.
Today fat bikes are the fastest growing segment of the bicycle industry.
Exploring, riding and racing deep into the back country, off road surfaces and even off trail surfaces is
where riders were pushing the boundaries of mountain biking. Always looking for a bigger adventure
and more places to ride. Fat bikers seek out amazing places and take pictures of their fat bike on sand
dunes, glaciers, frozen rivers and lakes, snowy mountains, then post it on it on the internet where more
people get inspired to get a fat bike to reach such cool places.
The story of fat bikes may have unfolded at the same time in the United States in Alaska, New Mexico
and in the Sahara trying to ride bicycles on sand and on snow. Places and surfaces difficult to ride a
standard mountain bike with standard mountain bike tires.
The race known as the Iditabike, Iditasport, the Iditarod Trail Invitational race (ITI) has taken place in
Alaska on the famous Iditarod Trail a dog sled route across Alaska‐every winter in February for over 25
years.
Snow biking in Alaska has been a long tradition dating back to the 1900’s.
Prospectors in the Klondike Gold Rush in the 1890’s used bicycles to travel overland and followed dog
sled routes into the gold fields as chronicled in “Wheels on Ice” by Alaska Northwest Publishing
Company edited by Terrence Coleman 1985. One of the accounts in this collection is of Edward R. Jesson
who rode from Dawson to Nome in 1900 a distance of about 1000 miles.

Max Hirschberg’s account from Dawson to Nome in 1900 is available online read online on Icebike.
http://www.icebike.org/History/HistBroken.htm

Mountain biking was developing in the 70’s and 80’s in the US, mainly Marin County in California. Riders
were starting to ride off road and racing down gravel roads.
A French engineer named Jean Naud rode a bike with Michelin prototype tires 3200 km from Alger to
Tombouctou in 1986 through the Sahara. He was experimenting in the 1980’s with 2 wheel bikes and
three wheel bikes.
Ref. http://cyclo‐long‐cours.fr/2013/02/10/trois‐roues‐pour‐tombouctou/
In my research I also came across this information on face book.

Built by Tim Paterek as a prototype for Yamaha about 1986 in Minnesota USA.
Rims were motorcycle units, turned down on a lathe to save weight. Tires were motorcycle tires with
the knobs ground off to save weight. They used the fattest Yamaha tires available. Which were 4.6"
desert racing tires, with thick, stiff, thorn proof 6 ply carcasses. At low pressures the bike rolled like you
were riding through warm tar. Motorcycle observed trials tires were single ply with supple carcasses
designed to run at 4‐5 PSI. But trials tires were limited by the rules to 4 inches max width. Hubs were
Sachs, with the rear a 2x7 or 2x6 forerunner of the dual drive. Front was a drum. Paterek spliced 2 BB
spindles together with an external sleeve and sliver brazing. Photos taken in Minnesota.
About the same time in the mid 1980’s Steve Baker with Icicle Bicycles of Girdwood Alaska was welding
two and three rims together to get a wider footprint on snow , the three wheel tired bikes was called
the “six pack”. Alaskans like to get out in the wintertime and explore now accessible back country when
lakes and rivers and swamps are frozen.
The Iditarod Trail does not exist in the summertime. Most of it is impassable. Only in the winter when
the swamps, rivers and lakes freeze over and after snowmobiles and mushers use the route there is a
trail.It is just an imaginary line before that and when the wind blows the trail can disappear under snow
drifts in minutes. For about 2 months every year the Iditarod Trail is put in by snowmobiles and mushers
and then used for the Iditarod Sled Dog Race, the ITI as well as the Iron Dog snowmobile race.

1987‐First Iditabike

Dave Zink in the Iditabike 1987.
Joe Redington started the first Iditarod Sled dog race in 1973. It went 1000 miles from Knik to Nome
where he had bought a homestead and was breeding huskies. He inspired the first Iditaski in 1983.
Redington was a big supporter of multi‐use on the Iditarod Trail to insure its future use and survival. He
was also a big fan of human powered travel on the Iditarod Trail.
In 1986 Joe suggested a 210 mile bike race in the winter from Knik to Skwentna and back. Mountain
Bikers of Alaska accepted the challenge. The first Iditabike was held in 1987. It attracted sponsored
riders from outside Alaska such Dave Zink from Minnesota and Mike Closer of Colorado. 26 riders
started the first Iditabike. Charlie Kelly wrote about it in his account for the Fat Tire Flyer “The
brotherhood of pain”.
Ref. http://sonic.net/~ckelly/Seekay/iditabike.htm

It took the eventual winners Zink and Closer nearly 34 hours to finish. In the early days snow biking
required a lot of pushing and walking with the bike, and therefore a wider tire and bigger foot print was
essential. Two rims were welded together and riders would run two tires side –by side. The famous “six
pack” had three rims and tires front and rear on a custom frame by Dave Ford.

In 1989 three Alaskans Roger Cowles riding his famous six pack, Les Matz, Dan Bull and Minnesotan
Mark Frise rode their bikes all the way to Nome 1000 miles in 21 days. It was more of an expedition, not
a race.
In the early 90’s Simon Rakower from Fairbanks Alaska started making 44 mm rims called snow cat rims.
Racers in the Iditasport were riding them on regular mountain bikes with Geax tires. Rakower built the
snow cat rims from 1991‐1999. At the time his rims were the largest rims available for snow biking.
In 1991 all events were merged into one event called Iditasport, running, biking and skiing along the
Iditarod Trail. The event itself inspired and drove the development of fatter rims and tires and frames
that could accommodate them.
1997 –First Iditabike 350 miles from Knik to McGrath
At about the same time New Mexican Ray Molina was exploring the sandy deserts of Southern New
Mexico and Mexico. The rims and tires were manufactured in Mexico. The Remolino rims were 82 mm
wide. My husband still owns and rides with one set he bought from Molina.

The 1999 Remolino Fatty on display at the QBP booth in Las Vegas in 2014.

In 1999 Alaskan Mark Gronewald rode Ray Molina’s prototype Remolino Fatty at Interbike in Las Vegas,
the world’s largest bicycle convention. Gronewald brought a set of Remolino rims and Molino’s Chevron
tires back to Alaska and built a bike frame that could accommodate them with welder John Evingson.
Gronewald called it the Wildfire fat bike. Other tires wide enough used on the Wildfire fat bikes and
available at the time were the Gazzaloddi downhill tire and the elusive Specialized Big Hit tire before the
Surly Endomorph was available in 2005.
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Chevron, Big Hit, Gazzaloddi

Remolino rims and snow cat rim

The Evingson bike and two wheel times and tires. The display is at the Speedway Cycles (home of the
Fatback) shop in Anchorage.
2000‐ first official race 1000 miles to Nome‐11 racers finish in Nome
In the year 2000 Coloradan Mike Curiak set a course record of just over 15 days on a custom Willits bike
with Ray Molina rims and Molina’s Chevron tires. Because he was riding such a low tire pressure the side
walls were failing and Curiak had to sow them up with dental floss so they would make it to Nome.
Curiak’s ride put Iditasport on the map and was mentioned in several national newspapers and bike
magazines.
By the turn of the millennium Iditasport was attracting international attention in adventure racing and
endurance racing circles.
The development of the fat bike at that point was to create rims and tires with a larger foot print for
snow riding. Without a fat rim and tire, loaded bikes with winter expedition gear would sink in and break
through the snow crust that is left behind by snowmobiles on the Iditarod Trail. The last year for the
Iditasport was 2001 when 130 racers started the race and 60 of them dropped out the first night after a
snowy night and inexperienced racers.

Bill and I joined our friend Gronewald at Interbike in Las Vegas in 2003 with his first version “fat bike”
but interest in such a bike at the time was very small, it was considered a gimmick. Gronewald was
building them with standard components at the time and built an offset wheel so one could shift all the
gears with a standard hub and bottom bracket available.
The Iditarod bike race changed to the Iditarod Trail Invitational founded by racer Bill Merchant and Pat
Irwin after being asked by racers in 2001 after a disastrous year on the trail. It has since continued
managed under Alaska Ultra Sport LLC and is now known as the “ITI”.
A major milestone for fat biking occurred in 2005 in Minnesota when Surly came out with the Pugsley
bike and the Large Marge 65 mm rim and the 3.7 inch Endomorph tire which kicked off the first
commercial production of a fat bike. The Pugsley bike and its distribution though QBP‐Quality Bike Parts
made it widely available at a reasonable price for consumers across the US as well as overseas.

The same year the Arrowhead 135 race was started in Minnesota by Pierre Ostor. This winter race
became an instant success and fat bike manufacturing in Minnesota has evolved along with it.
In Alaska Gronewald had now access to rims and tires produced for fat bikes. Mark continued selling his
Wildfire fat bikes until 2011. The frame was later welded by Oregon welder De Salvo.
2007 Fatback Bikes Anchorage Alaska

350 mile record holder Heather Best from Fairbanks, Alaska and her Fatback bike.

At the starting line of the 2015 Iditarod Trail Invitational

Because of the growing popularity of these winter ultras the demand for fat bikes Greg Matyas started
Speedway Cycles in Anchorage in 2007 calling his fat bike version the Fatback.

Speedway Cycles in Anchorage Alaska
9:ZERO:7, another Alaskan brand followed in 2010 as well as the Salsa Mukluk.
Other events that are now ITI qualifiers followed in Wisconsin (Tuscobia Ultra since 2010), Alaska, and
Finland (Rovaniemi 150 since 2012) and Idaho (Fat Pursuit since 2014). Most of them were started by
participants in the ITI and they are now qualifying events for the ITI.
The ITI was grown in popularity as well and the roster fills in the month of April. To me it is still the
ultimate extreme winter bike packing trip where riders carry ‐40 sleeping bags, a stove to melt snow for
water and trail food for energy and to keep warm. The Iditarod Trail is where fat bikes have been tested
in soft punchy trail conditions and where smart decision making will get you to the finish line. The
Fatback has been a great bike in those harsh Alaskan conditions. The Fatback has 13 wins in the ITI.
Many riders rode the carbon Corvus in the race this year.

Riders Bob Ostrom from Anchorage and Andy Heading from the UK following Martin Buser on the sea
ice in the 2014 ITI. Image RJ Sauer

Image RJ Sauer on the Iditarod Trail along the Bering Sea Coast Alaska
The choices for bikes, frame bags, rims and tires are countless now.
2010 9zero7, Salsa
2012 45 North was started
By 2014 carbon fat bikes entered the market with the Fatback Corvus, Borealis Yampa and 9:zero:7
carbon version. Major bike companies like Specialized, Trek, Felt, Rocky Mountain, Pivot, Kona, Scott are
all producing a fat bike version with interesting names such as Big Ed, Fat Rat, Ice Cream Truck, Fun
Fatty, O’Beast, Farley, Fatboy, Sasquatch, Bigfoot. There is even a bamboo fat bike.
Where fat bikes were mostly ridden in the snow in the US they are becoming very popular now for a ride
year round an all surfaces.
In 2013 there were 50 makers of fat bikes and in 2014 there were over 100 and still growing. Fat biking
is catching on in Europe with European fat bike brands in Germany, Denmark, Norway, Belgium, France
as well as several fat bike brands in Australia. Fat bikes are now being popular on dirt trails in the
summer as well and there is a full suspension by Salsa now called the Bucksaw that recently entered the
market. At this time there are 28 fat bike companies in Europe listed on www.fatbiking.eu
There are many component companies, a variety of tires and rims available by different international
companies.
Where is the future of fat bikes going?

It is a bright one for sure. Whether people get on them for the first time with a big smile, whether they
ride on a city path or in an extreme winter endurance event like the Iditarod Trail Invitational in Alaska,
fat biking is here to stay and everyone can have fun on them.
In the US there is a fat bike summit every year, dedicated to access to public lands for fat bikers. Fat‐
biking.com is a popular source of information for fat bikers and brands to advertise on, reading about fat
bike trips, races and more, sharing information about new fat bike tires, rims components, places to
ride.
The Fat Bike Birkie in Cable Wisconsin sold out with 750 fat bike riders this year. Powder Mountain Utah
hosted the first Fat Bike National Championships this year.
The ITI event in Alaska fills in April every year with 55 racers. We added a 130 mile distance this year
that ends at Winter Lake Lodge and participants get to fly back to Anchorage on a bush plane. There are
currently 7 qualifying events for the ITI. They all fill up with participants in a short time.
People ride fat bikes with a smile.
There are an estimated 10,000 fat bikers in Anchorage, Alaska and many commute on fat bikes in the
city all winter long.

In the Midwestern states Michigan, Minnesota, Illinois and Wisconsin fat bikes have become very
popular and many fat bike component manufactures are based there, Wolf Tooth Components, Surly,
Salsa, 45 North.
I am very excited to announce the first fat bike expo in Anchorage Alaska next year in February in the
same week of the ITI race on the Iditarod Trail. See you fat bike fans in Alaska next year for the biggest
fattest ride yet, our Alaskan Big Fat Ride. I will also attend Interbike this year and I am sure I will be
amazed at the sheer number of fat bikes offered. I am sure it will be much different in 2004 the last time
I went to Interbike in Las Vegas.

Kathi Merchant has been fat biking since 2004 on glaciers in Alaska, on the Iditarod Trail, on frozen
rivers and is the race director for the ITI. She has also done the event three times herself, once to Nome.

Kathi Merchant on the Knik Glacier in March 2007

at the Knik Glacier Alaska 2007 Mark Gronewald left and Bill Merchant right. Remolino rims.

View from the portal. At the Knik Glacier Alaska in 2006.

